Layered antivirus system insufficient in protecting restaurant group against attacks

Challenges

- **Increasing number of phishing emails** with malicious URLs, browser highjacks, PUPs, and exploits
- **Layered antivirus solutions** would sometimes conflict and not work
- **Remote access** to an individual system had to be set up every time there was an infection
- **Energy spent finding** and remediating malware was time consuming and inefficient

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Ability to protect**: Malwarebytes scans for malware, ransomware, Trojans, zero-day exploits, PUPs, and spyware, among other types of threats.
- **Centralized management**: Malwarebytes’ cloud-based system combined with access to real time data allows CentraArchy to be up-to-date at all times.
- **Multi-vector protection**: Malwarebytes uses both static and dynamic detection techniques to identify and quarantine threats across an attack chain.
- **Integrated remediation**: Malwarebytes’ Endpoint Protection system already includes a remediation feature saves companies from having to search for yet another product.
How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Removes malware** and artifacts from PCs that other solutions miss
- **Centralizes visibility** into all endpoints form a single console, saving time and increasing accuracy
- **Eliminates malware-related** user downtime and process disruption
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